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Conference Honors Debaters

Delta Sigma Rho
Elects Quimby,
McLin To Posts

Hates

Student

By Bob Harlow
Kay McLin was elected clerk
of the Golden Jubilee Congress
of Delta Sigma Rho, leading collegiate forensic honor association, last weekend at Chicago,
BATES COLLEGE, LEWSTON, MAINE, APRIL 18, 1956
By Subscription
111. Prof. Brooks Quimby was Vol. LXXXII, No. 21
elected a vice-president of the
organization.
Other Bates delegates includThe Student Council will
ed Lawrence Evans, Robert
hold men's dorm meetings
Gidez and Claire Poulin. More
at 10 p. m. Sunday. Mayorthan 170 students from 47 colalty, proctorships, freshman
leges attended the three day
rules, the big brother proCongress marking the 50th annigram, car registration policy,
versary of the debating fraterchapel noise, and cap and
nity.
gown distribution for seniors
Present Awards
will be discussed at this
Two Bates graduates were
time. All men are requested
among 19 alumni presented
to attend.
special awards. Erwin D. Canham, '25, editor of the Christian to serve on the joint conference
Science Monitor, and Benjamin committee on the same topic.
By Irene Frye
E. Mays, '20, president of MoreEvans was selected to serve
On
June
28 approximately 50
house College received citations on a committee which discussed
students will leave Quebec on
from the association. Also hon- "Ethics and Responsibilities in
the Greek liner Colombia for a
ored was Professor Emeritus A. the Exercise of Freedom of
guided
educational tour of EuSpeech,"
as
a
member
of
the
conCraig Baird of the U. of Iowa,
rope. As representatives of 20
who formerly taught argumen- ference committee on that issue,
American colleges they will
tation and debate at Bates.
and later presented the joint
spend eleven weeks visiting wellThe operation of the conven- committee's report to the assemknown European cities.
tion was patterned after that of My.
The Bates contingent will be
the United States Congress. Initiate Members
made up of 13 girls: Sybil BenDelegates were divided into two
Miss Poulin was elected secre-.
ton, Alice Brooke, Rachel Colparties, Conservative and Liber- tary of a committee on "Acadelins, Diane Felt, Judith Kent,
al, with the Bates delegation mic Freedom," and later became
Joan
McGuire, Helen Milam, Susecretary of the conference cornlisted as Conservatives.
zanne Manwell, Nancy Mills,
Nominate Candidates
mittee discussing the same subBrille Perry, Judith Svirsky,
Caucuses to nominate candi- JectAmong the Bates coeds who will visit Europe next summer
i
Ruth Warfield, and Nancy Howe
dates for speaker and clerk of
The Bates delegation joined 401 an} „ to r) Jud Kent Rache, CoUm g^jj Rent
,.
A
1 '55.
the Congress were held Thurs- other members in a mass in it ia - |
Brooke
Diane Felt, Ruth War-field and Brille Perrv.
, Zerby Leads
day evening. Miss McLin was tion. Miss McLin served as the i
Dr. and Mrs. Rayborn L. Zernominated by the Conservatives symbolic neophyte, performing
l'by, originators of this tour will
for clerk, and won in a landslide I the initiation ritual, and repre, serve as leaders, assisted by their
victory in the Friday morning! senting the other initiates. Three
|
son and daughter. At Cologne,
elections. Alfred Prettyman of: of the founders of Delta Sigma
Germany, they will be joined by
Hamilton College was elected; Rho conducted this ceremony,
1
Dr. Horst Vey, an authority on
speaker.
Praise Quimby
the
history of art.
The delegates were then dividProfessor Quimby was comOn Thursday and Friday from 7 to'10 p. m. the science
The sponsor of the trip, the
ed into ten committees to dis-1 mended by the officers for pre- department will present its twentieth Science Exhibit in
Council on Student Travel, is a
cuss four main areas of the con- paring the Golden Jubilee bookCarnegie Science Hall and Hedge Laboratory.
union of groups interested in the
ference
topic,
"Freedom of let, while Mijs McLin received
the special praise of Dr. N. E.
Speech in a Democracy."
The program, designed to ac- planned and conducted an open educational aspect of travel. Dr.
Gidez was elected chairman of Miller, Congress director, for her quaint visitors with the work house in Carnegie demonstrat- Zerby, a member of the board
done in the laboratories, origi- ing the equipment and princi- of directors, explained that ina committee on "Censorship and work as clerk.
dividual groups could not book
In expressing his pleasure nated in 1919 among members of ples of scientific experiments.
Limitations on
Freedom
of
passage but that this organiza(Continued on page two)
the Jordan Science Club, who War Interrupts Program
Speech," and later was chosen
tion makes the trip possible.
The show was an annual event Students Prepare
until interrupted by World War
The orientation program on
II. After the construction of the board the ship will include lannew chemistry laboratory build- guage studies and lectures on
By Howie Kunreuther
ing
in 1927, that department art. The students will also study
plementary. "By bringing to the
Speaking before Citizenship current state services and I
would be called 'a do-nothing people two alternatives from transferred the Exhibits to Hedge the historical background and
Laboratory last Thursday after- ,
where they are presently held. the political and social problems
noon, Gov. Edmund S. Muskie | governor .A supplementary bud- which to choose. I was able to
The publicity committee ad- of each country they plan to
get would enable me to cany show them my position and as a
discussed the effects of twovertises the Exhibit in the high visit. Also customs, monetary
out
the
program
I
had
promised
result
the
legislature
adopted
party government in Maine durtwo-thirds of the supplementary schools in surrounding towns; exchange, and transportation faing the past one and one-half the voters."
delegations are expected from 15 cilities will be considered.
The governor solved the prob- budget.
years.
to 20 schools.
lem
by
presenting
two
budgets,
"Another
illustration
of
the
In each country a native
Muskie, who is the first Demone
balanced
and
the
other,
sup(Continued
on
page
two)
Chemistry
Features
Industries
spokesman
will welcome the
ocratic governor Maine has had
The
chemistry
exhibits
this
group
with
comments on his
in twenty years, was faced with
country
and
its
relation to the
year
feature
Maine
industries;
an overwhelmingly Republican
materials have been supplied by United States. These include a
legislature when he assumed ofMaine manufacturers of tex- member of the British Press
fice two years ago.
tiles, paints, and linoleum. Ju- Service, a French educator, and
"Many gubernatorial appointniors
and seniors will demon- in Germany a former Bates stuments from past administrations
strate
organic experiments with dent. Dieter von der Luhe.
would continue through my term
drugs and dyes.
Tour London
of office, since they ranged from
The
physical
chemists
will
disAfter docking at Southampthree to seven years," the goverplay new equipment. Nursing ton, England, the Americans
nor noted.
students plan to run a series of will spend nine days touring
Faces First Problem
blood tests. A skit based on the London and nearby points of inHis first problem occurred
unusual results of experiments terest such as Oxford and Stratwhen the legislature called a
which get out of control will be
(Conlimied on page eight)
special session and voted to inpresented
three
times each
crease state spending, but at the
night.
TOP OF THE LADDER
same time decreased taxes.
Display Calculator
Tickets for the Robinson
"Faced with the problem of proThe mathematics display will
Players' production "Top of
viding a continuation of state
feature a simultaneous calculathe Ladder," to be presented
services within the revenue
tor, a device for solving equaApril 26-28, are now on sale.
sources, I had to come up with
tioni with two unknowns, and a
They may be obtained from
a satisfactory answer to the
polar planimeter, which aids in | Prof. Lavinia M. Schaeffer
public," Muskie declared.
at her office in Pettigrew
He continued, "A balanced Gov. Muskie (1) discusses the Maine political horizon with area measurement.
(photo by Schmid, Perley)
(Continued on page three)
Hall.
budget would barely provide for Dr. Donovan.

Stu-C Notice

Coeds Prepare For
European Invasion

Zerby Schedules
Varied Program
For Group Trip

Scientists Plan Exhibits
In Two-Day Presentation

Muskie Views State Government

vA\
TWO
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CA News

Pierce Names Chairmen;
Organizes Spring Retreat
At the Christian Association meeting held last Wednesday,
President Richard Pierce revealed that the annual CA retreat will be held May 2-4 at Little Sebago Lake.
The program will consist of an
evaluation of the activities carried on during the past year.
Plans will be made for next year.
An invitation to attend the event
is extended to both old and new
cabinet members.
Lists Cabinet
Pierce also announced the
members of next year's Cabinet,
which include the CA officers and
the heads of the various commissions.
MacCrae Miner heads
the
campus service commission, Jane
Reinelt, community service, and
Robert Drechsler. the faith commission. Kenneth Harris and Judith Frese will supervise the
men's and women's dorm representatives, respectively.
Dole Heads Public Affairs
Richard Dole will be in charge
of the Public Affairs Conference,
and Kurt Schmeller. the Public

Debaters Honored
(Continued from page one)
with the Bates group's work.
Professor Quimby said, the
four debaters "were definitely
the outstanding delegation at the
affair."
Meet Graduates
At the Golden Anniversary
banquet, held Friday evening,
all the guests received a brochure from the State of Maine,
with the special compliments of
Gov. Edmund S. Muskie, '36, who
was elected to the organization
while an undergraduate at
Bates. He presented gift chests
of Maine sea food to the officers
and the principal speaker, Sen.
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.).

Calendar
Tomorrow
Science Exhibit, 7-10 p. m.,
Hedge Laboratory and Carnegie Science Hall
Triday
Science Exhibit, 7-10 p. m.,
Hedge Laboratory and Carnegie Science Hall
Saturday
Freshman Class Dance, 8 p.m.,
Chase Hall
Sunday
Stu-C dorm meetings, 10 p.m.

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Prof. Robert Martin of Howard University
Monday
Preliminary registration

Listening Room
2-4 p. m.
Today
2-4 p. m.
Tomorrow
2-5 p. m.
Sunday
7:30-9:30 p. m.
Monday
2-4 p. m.
Tuesday
Wednesday
2-4 p. m.

Bates Receives New Gifts
From Business, Industry

Station manager Alan Kaplan
has announced plans for broadcasting all Bates-Bowdoin baseball games this spring over
WVBC.
Tomorrow's game at Garcelon
Field against the Brunswick
team will be presented over the
air as well as the game from
Bowdoin May 4 and the contest
at Bates May 15.
"These broadcasts are another
first for WVBC, and if response
is great enough the station
plans to continue them next
year," Kaplan announced.
Bowdoin Cooperates
Nelson Hicks, business manager of WBOA in Bowdoin, is
working in conjunction with
WVBC to make these broadcasts
possible.
Plans are also being made to

Financial gifts from industry
and business to Bates College
have increased steadily during
1955-56. This includes direct gifts
as well as those from the New
England Colleges Fund and the
newly organized American Colleges Fund.

Affairs commission. Serving as
publicity chairman is Marjorie
Scott, with Ann Akehurst in
charge
of
social
activities.
George Pickering will act as
head of Freshman Week activities.
Lydia Davies will serve as
chairman of the World University Service drive. Members-atlarge include Elvin Kaplan, Vivian, Varney, Garvey MacLean,
and Janet Spiers. Nancy Henson
and MacLean were chosen to
serve on the Chapel committee.
Officers Serve
Officers of CA who will serve
on the Cabinet are President,
Richard Pierce; Vice-President,
Wesley Wicks; Secretary, Catherine Jarvis; and Treasurer, Clifford Lawrence. Anyone interest(Continued from page one)
ed in working with the CA during the coming year should con- people's voice in government
tact a Cabinet member.
policy," the governor continued,
was the creation of a new Department of Development of Industry and Commerce."

extend programming to one
a. m. on Saturday night. Both
the Student Council and Student
Government are
cooperating
with WVBC to expand the station's facilities.
A new musical request show
starring Andrew D'Eramo, Frederick Drayton and Stephen Nawrocki will begin in the near future on Tuesday nights from
10-10:30 p. m. All requests for
this program should be sent to
Box 339.

Muskie Describes Problems Of
Maine Two-Party Government

Boyce Reviews Stu-C Seminar;
May 1 Set For Proctor Sign-ups
At last Wednesday's Student
Council meeting Dean Walter H.
Boyce discussed the social philosophy seminar to be held for
the Council members, and the
car registration policy.
The Council decided to have a

WVBC Broadcasts
'56 Bates - Bowdoin
Spring Mound Tilts

two-hour seminar twice a month
The first meeting will be held
at 7 p. m., April 19. at Dean
Boyce's home.
Note Proctorship Deadline
The council reminded sophomore and junior men that May 1
is the deadline for signups for
next year's proctorships. Stu-C
decided to invite men who have
applied to attend its meetings
and to interview them individually.
Prospective
candidates
may submit their names to any
Stu-C member.
Plan Mayoralty Rules
The mayoralty rules for 1956
were discussed and a vote was
taken. Copies of these rules will
be printed and distributed.
James Parker was accepted as
the off-campus representative to
Stu-C, and Willard Martin was
selected as delegate to the regional conference at Pembroke
college on April 20.

Goes To People
Unable to receive the approval of the legislature for this organization, Muskie explained to
the people what the department
planned to do. By compromise it
was created two months later by
bipartisan action.
"My two administrative responsibilities as governor," Muskie asserted, "are to present my
party's policy effectively and to
assure that the state's activities
are running smoothly."
Believes In Responsibility
"I believe in executive responsibility," the speaker stated,
"and that with responsibility
should go authority." He said
that one must not only consider
the ability of candidates for of-

Waterville Team
Cops Top Honors
In State Tourney

More than twenty industrial
and business organizations have
made direct gifts, many of which
are over $1,000. Some of these
gifts are for scholarships, such
as those given by Union Carbide
and Carbon Corporation and the
Charles H. Hood Dairy Foundation.
List Types Of Gifts
Other gifts are unrestricted,
such as those from the Oxford
Paper Company and the Bath
Iron Works, while several are
designated for work in a specific
department, as is the duPont
Company gift.
Indirect business and industry
gifts to the College during 195556 from the New England Colleges Fund amount to over $6,500. Each of the 22 smaller colleges of this fund receive a portion of the total amount contributed by New England industry and commerce.
Fund Increases
In 1953, when the Fund was
founded, it received $53,500 in
gifts from business. The next
year brought nearly $107,700.
Over $169,000 was contributed in
1955.
The New England Colleges
Fund has thus far received $11,860 from the American Colleges
Fund. President Charles F. Phillips served as president of this
fund for the past two years.

fice but also their political qualifications.
The governor stated he is in
favor of abolishing the Executive Council. "If this group is
not abolished, then it should be
elected by the people." he believes.
Outlines Functions
One of the governor's recommendations to the legislature
was to establish organizations to
coordinate the workings of various departments. The result of
the proposal was the creation of
two advisory councils, one to
handle economic resources and
the other, human resources.
In conclusion,
the speaker
suggested other means of reforming his office. "There should
be a reorganization of the departments in order to get a
closely knit group and to connect it more intimately with the 83 Lisbon St.
governor."

Lewialon

THE GROTTO
RESTAURANT
... Finest In ...

Watervjlle High School took
top honors in the Maine secondary school debating championship
held at Bates last Friday and
Saturday. Twelve high schools
participated
in the tourney.
Speaking at the Old - New
Our Specialty
Student Government Board banThe preliminary rounds were
quet last Wednesday evening in held Friday afternoon and eveORDERS TO TAKE OUT . . . DELIVERY SERVICE
the Women's Union, retiring ning in Hathorn and Pettigrew
President Diane Felt summariz- Halls and Libbey Forum. PortDial 2-2061
ed the work of the Student Gov- land High School took first place,
ernment for the past year. She with Waterville and St. Dom107 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON. MAINE
displayed a scrapbook, compiled inic's, runners-up.
and illustrated by Karen Dill
Reveal Results
,
and Joanne Trogler, portraying
The
final
round
of the tourney
the major Stu-G events and acwas
held
Saturday
morning with
tivities.
ALL THIS WEEK
Waterville
winning
two debates
NOW PLAYING
The scrapbook depicts such acand
Portland
one.
Trophies
were
tivities as freshman haze day
and debibbing, freshman install- presented to the winning and
HOWARD HUCHIS.
CLAYTON MOORE
second place team and medals to
ation and the formal banquet.
10HN WAYNE SUSAN HAYWARD
JAY SILVERHEELS
THB
Miss Felt told the Stu-G mem- the individual members of the
CONQUEROR
bers that the most important ac- three final teams.
Also: "THEY WHO DARE"
TECMNICOLOH ONEMASCOPE
complishments of the past year Award Medals
THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
included increased cooperation
Medals also were awarded to
ALL NEXT WEEK
between Stu-C and Stu-G, and the best speaker of the tournawith JOHN CALVERT
the addition of new spirit to ment, Herman Segal of Portland,
supplement old and tried Bates and to the best speaker among Also: HEARTBREAK RIDGE
traditions.
Korean War Documentary
the schools that did not reach the
Miss Felt introduced the new finals, Ed Berman of Lewiston.
AND STARTING SUNDAY
Stu-G
President,
Barbara
with Alec Guinness
In the absence of Prof. Brooks
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S
Prince, who said she hoped that
in Ferene Molnar's
Prof.
Lavinia
M.
the women of the college would Quimby,
"THE
SWAN"
show increased interest in Stu- Schaeffer was in charge of all
arrangements
for
the
tourney.
G affairs in the future.

Felt Considers
Year's Program

ITALIAN FOODS
Pizzas and Ravoli

STRAND

— EMPIRE

"The Lone Ranger"

"Dark Venture"

GRACE
K ELLY

"THE TROUBLE
WITH HARRY"

^

'S?
THREE
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YE OLDE HOBBY SHOP
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ICEROYS

are Smoother

Penologist Discusses Conditions
Causing Rehabilitation Problems
By Cliff Jacobs
.intendents and other officials of ty complex. Dr. Van Waters ilAddressing a large audience in reformatories often neglect re- lustrated her point by means of
a triangle, representing
the
Pettigrew Hall Sunday after- sponsibilities and grant lesser
tangled
thoughts
of
a
child
who
qualified
subordinates
the
right
noon, Dr. Miriam Van Waters,
is brought to the institution.
superintendent of the Massachu- to treat inmates.
A reform school in Chino, Cal- Explains Child's Feeling
setts Reformatory for Women at
The child arrives with the
Framingham,
Mass.,
outlined ifornia, operates in somewhat the
same manner as the Framingham feeling that no one loves her.
problems that confront penologists and other persons who deal institution. At both these schools, This represents the first side of
individuals are given opportun- the triangle. If nobody loves her,
with delinquency and crime.
ity to become integrated in com- then she is of no value to anyRichard Pierce, president of munity work, thus providing
one; threfore, the second side of
the Christian Association, intro- them a chance to better themthe triangle is established — the
duced Mrs. Richard Sampson, selves once again in honesty,
idea that she is no good.
;
who n turn presented the fea- character, and reputation.
After considering these first
tured speaker.
two elements, the child develops
Describes Reformatory
Wins In Controversy
The reformatory at Framing- a violent dislike for people and
Dr. Van Waters was involved ham was built eighty years ago concludes that she loves nobody.
in a major controversy in 1949, and houses 450 people. Two new This forms the triangle's third
during which Massachusetts of- buildings have been constructed, side.
ficials attempted unsuccessfully one for young people, and one Show Love
to remove her from her position for mothers and their children.
At the Framingham reformaA Junior Division system has' tory, a basic step is to show the
as sunerintendent. This action
W9s taken because of her liberal been developed at the reforma- child that she is loved. Make a
and revolutionary practices used tory, where the atmosphere is child feel that she is a part of
in caring for inmates.
that of a home. There are thirty-; something good, and the first
Dr. Van Waters declared that seven work departments where two sides of the triangle are
"conditions are very bad in the girls can learn such trades as! eliminated. Slowly, the child will
treatment of criminals all over dental hygiene, diet kitchen, begin to broaden her outlook on
the country." In reference to this child care, clerical work, library life and will begin to enjoy
statement, she revealed several and bookkeeping work, dress- genuine love for people.
The delinquent lacks faith,
examples of mistreatment in the making, rug making, and millinery work.
and faith is the most important
cases of juvenile delinquents.
agent of rehabilitation and must
Girls Operate Farm
Discusses Mistreatment
The girls own and run their be developed to insure adjustCauses for these mistreatments own 400 acre farm, where they ment to a normal life.
are found to be lack of knowl- manufacture,
among
other1 Problems Of Rehabilitation
edge about the mental state of things, state and federal flags, by
The major difficulty in rehabi«v>« nerson under custody. She agreement with the trade union. litation is that officials of prisons
further pointed out that superChildren brought up under and reformatories do not take
poor conditions often form the the time necessary to analyze
wrong kind of friends and some- delinquents to find the underlyVContinueu on page eight)
times develop a severe inferiori(Continued from page one)
The geology department operates a weather station in Carnerie which will be open to visitors. Featured in the economic
geology display will be Maine
The Chase Hall ballroom will be lowered to the bottom
gems and minerals.
of
the sea this Saturday evening as the coronation of King
Students will demonstrate the
rock-refining proces-es. Geigcr Neptune will highlight an evening's visit to "Neptune's
counters, field equipment, fos- Kingdom".
dorm representatives or at the
sils, and maps will be shown.
Music will be provided in an door.
Chemical tests for mineral deSupplementing the dance Sattermination
and
microscopic underwater atmosphere from
8-11:45 p. m. by the "Snowmen" urday evening will be the first
work are also planned.
of
Northeastern
University. home games of two of the BobVisitors Participate
Clamshell cookies and seafoam cats' spring sports teams. The
Visitors can check their own punch will be served at 9:30 tennis team will play M.I.T. at
reaction time and respiration p. m. Members of Neptune's Court 1:30 p. m. and the baseball team
count in the physiology exhibit. will celebrate the crowning of will meet Brandeis at 3 p. m. at
Scheduled experiments also in- the king.
Garcelon Field.
clude blood pressure and muscle
Sunday afternoon the freshThe court jesters will also be
activity tests.
there to entertain the guests of man class will sponsor an open
The comparative anatomy stu- the class of 1959 during the in- | house at Thorncrag from 2-5 p. m.
dents are preparing a trout termission.
Co-chairmen of the dance are
stream consisting of a series of
Tickets may be obtained at j David Smith and Phyllis Hoglass tanks containing a variety $1.50 per couple from the boys' garth.
of sizes and kinds of trout.

Science Exhibit

Here is fhe reason: Only VICEROY has 20,000
filters in every tip—twice as many filters as the
other two largest-selling filter brands—to give
that smoother taste—that VICEROY taste!

VICEROYS are Smoother than
any other cigarette. Because
Viceroys have twice as many
filters as the other two
leading filter brands!
THE MOST FILTERS
FOR THE
SMOOTHEST TASTE

Neptune's Coronation Highlights
Class Of '59 Deep-Sea Activities

Open Eggs
The embryology demonstration
will feature open eggs in various
stages of development. Parasites
and diseases, the circulatory system and comparative anatomy of
brains, breeding and grafting will
also be studied.
The Science Exhibit is an attempt on the part of the Lawrance Chemical Society and the
Jordan Ramsdell Scientific Society to show visitors what takes
place in college science courses.

Speaking in chapel Monday
morning, Prof. Walter Slovenski
emphasized the importance of
physical education to the academic progam.

cessively
studious
individual
would be "better off alive".
Advocating a life of constructive activity, Slovenski deplored
the common negative response to
challenges and man's infliction
with "spectatoritis". There is
more to any job than just knowing how to do it. Perseverance
and a positive attitude are essential for a well-developed life.

This phase of education is concerned with modification of muscular activity and related reI sponses in accordance with social
standards. The physical education
program offers the student ways Improve Sportsmanship
WED. - THURS.: "SINCERELY of expressing his gregarious and
The athletic coach suggested
YOURS,"
Liberace.
Joanne competitive tendencies.
increased participation in the
Dru; "FORT YUMA," Peter
Need Balanced Development
physical education program. He
Graves, Joan Vohs
FRI. - SAT.: "THREE STRIPES
Emotional, mental, and physi- also expressed his belief that the
IN THE SUN," Aldo Ray, Phil cal conditions are interrelated; a officiating at athletic events has
Carey; "IT'S A DOG'S LIFE."
person cannot compete success- not been as unsatisfactory as
Jeff Richards, Jarma Lewis
people feel. He added that he
SUN. - TUES.: "COURT MAR- fully in life without balanced hopes for improved sportsmanFurthermore,
a
TIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL.'* development.
Gary Cooper, Charles Bick- blend of academic and athletic ship in the future on the part of
ford; "DIG THAT URANIUM." endeavors is important; the ex- the spectators.
Bowery Boys

— R I T Z —

The exclusive Viceroy filter is made
from pure cellulose—soft, snow-white,
white, natural!
na

Slovenski Encourages Athletics
As Way To Attain Balanced Life

YbU
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FOUR

Reporter Offers Insights
Into Campus Complexities

Editorials
|

Election Of Class Officers

With the recent campus elections still fresh in mind, the
time is favorable for examining the system of nominating
class officers. First, let us look at the present system. At the
end of a chapel period sometime early in March, a slip of
paper is given to each student on which he is requested to
write the names of any three or four (depending on the office)
classmates he wishes to nominate for each office.
The three or four students receiving the highest number of
"votes" for each position are then placed on a ballot and a
preliminary election is held at a subsequent chapel meeting.
The two for each office receiving the highest number of votes
are placed on another ballot and the final choice is made in
the all-campus elections.
Shortcomings Of Present System
While this system certainly is democratic, the method of
selecting candidates poses certain problems. First, at the time
of nomination a student does not know who is willing to run
or who especially wants to run. He may know of one or perhaps two interested in an office, but seldom of four. Secondly,
he may not know a person's qualifications and thus may be
hesitant to include his name.
When he cannot think of a candidate the student may
choose one of three alternatives. He may leave a space blank.
Or he may (as past elections reveal) fill in the name of a somewhat ineligible candidate such as Abraham Lincoln, or John
Phillip Sousa! The third and most frequently used choice is
to ask the person sitting beside him who holds the office at
present, and he promptly fills in that name.
Some defend the nominating system on the basis that it is
the most fair system. They say some students have less time
than others for campaigning or filing a petition. It should be
pointed out, however, that a student usually must either be
seeking re-election, or actively campaign in order to have
enough students place his name on the nomintion slip that
he may reach the second stage of the election.
Alternatives
What are the alternatives to the present class officer nomination system? There are two which would seem to be an
improvement over the present setup. The first alternative
calls for nominations from the floor, probably in chapel as
under the present system. The person presenting the nomination would list the nominee's qualifications and the candidate
would be introduced for the benefit of those who do not know
him. No balloting would take place on the same day, but at
a later chapel meeting after the students have had time to
discuss the slate.
The second alternative would require candidates for the
ncmination to file a petition similar to the process required
of Student Council candidates. The final selection would take
place in the all-campus elections as under the present system. Either one, if put into effect, would help eliminate the
shortcomings of the present system.

"Bates
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L. Wendell Hayes
L. Wendell Hayes, a native
of New York, was graduated
from Bates with the class of '31.
He took his doctoral work in international relations under the
auspices of the Harris Foundation at the University of Chicago.
Later, he taught political science and economics at Grinnel
Colic ;e, Grinnell, Iowa, for four
years. During World War II he
was called to Washington o
serve as economist and management specialist on the Board of
Economic Warfare.
Hayes joined the Department of State as Lend-Lease
specialist in 1944 and seVved the
department in various capacities
until early 1952. In that year he
was sent to Rome as U. S. liaison
representative to the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO).

By Anne Berkelman
In a recent issue of the Pace
College Press a helpful reporter
offered the following psychological insights in order to make the
student body more "gullibleproof.
When they say: "Your final
will count 50% on your final
grade. Your midterm will be
30% and your class participation
and homework will make up the
other 20%."
What Do They Mean?
They really mean: "Your mark
on your final, unless it's too high,
is your mark for the term. Do you
think I'm going to stay up all
night and figure this all out? I'd
need a Univac machine! Even if
I'd kept a record of your marks,
I couldn't do it. It's all I can do
just to thumb through your term
papers."
They say: "Our next assembly
promises to be a stimulating presentation of a topic of interest to
all."
But they mean: "The six-block
walk to the Assembly Hall will
be more stimulation than the
speaker. I only hope the speaker
doesn't outnumber the audience."

The reporter says: "The opinions and views expressed in this
column in no way reflect the
opinions and views of the writer."
But really
graduate."

means:

"Lemme

The Tech News has an interesting ad for their readers who are
feeling dead tired: "Krokem,
Digger & Plantem, Morticians;
Why suffer? Why walk around
feeling half dead when we can
bury you for only $49.50 no tax,
you have already been taxed half
to death; use our easy lay-a-wayplan. Have a good place to kick
the bucket if you have to be
shoveling off! For that price
you're expected to pull the dirt
in after yourself.
Recently a student at the University of Illinois let his curiosity get the better of him, with
disastrous results. As an employee of the student union he
became fascinated by a newfangled dishwasher which has
recently been installed. It was
a conveyor belt affair that sends
dishes through twenty-four feet
of soaping and rinsing.

Sniffed Text
He returned to the Department
They say: "Why, I studied unof State in Washington in late til four in the morning."
1953 and is currently serving in
But they mean: "I started at
the Office of International Eco3:30, immediately after the card
nomic and Social Affairs.
game broke up. I even glanced at
my notes and sniffed at the textbook."

Two industrious East Parker girls, who have had many
colds this year, have been
bothered by the drab pinks,
blues and whites of kleenex.
Rather than gripe about it to
everybody on campus, they
decided to DO SOMETHING
ABOUT IT. After making up
a
pattern
for
flowered
kleenex they sent it in to
the kleenex company and '
are now waiting to see the
result of their suggestion.
Congratulations to the two
freshman girls who managed to
walk through the cafeteria line
twice a week ago last Monday
night. Aside from the small helpings they took and their red
faces they didn't look at all
guilty. The second meal tasted
better to them than the first because of the sense of accomplishment which accompanied it.

He figured quite astutely that
if dishes could be washed in it,
why not humans? Since the water was turned off, he began a
dry test run, climbing up and
stretching out on one end of the
belt. He rode along on the belt
through the various compartments and as he sailed out the
They say: "The reference book other end he was greeted by a
for the homework I just assigned supervisor who happened to be
may be found in our library."
passing by.
But they mean: "Sure our liResult: the would-be sudsy
brary had it, but I just took it undercover man is no longer an
out. It's not only a very fine book, employee of the student union.
but it's the perfect size to keep
my TV set from wobbling."
Naturally someone was bound
to come up with Joe College's
version of "Sixteen Tons". Here's
one from the Western Herald of
Men are reminded that the
Western Michigan College.
Selective Service Qualifica"Thirty-Five Hours"
tion Test will be given to(To be mournfully moaned to
morrow, in Room 100, Petthe accompaniment of chalk
iigrew Hall. Those taking
squeaks, pencil scatches, and the
the test, should report to the
dull thud of big books on little
examination room not later
empty heads.)
than 8:40 a. m., and must
bring their ticket of admisSome people say a man is made
sion. Men taking the exam
outa mud:
will be excused from classA college man's made with cofes from 8:35 a. m. to 12:15
fee for blood;
p. m.
Coffee for blood and a fact
fuzzed head,
ing. Norm Levine, Tony ParSleepless
eyes and the setter's
rinello, and Mark Godfried
spread.
went to the state fish hatch-

Selective Service

If anyone doubts that
Spring has already made its
appearance in Lewiston, lei
them look at the fashions.
Two sophomore boys who
were wearing bermuda shorts
recently to celebrate Spring's
arrival looked mighty cool.

ery in Gray recently and
brought back a brook trout
and a brown trout. Back on
campus, they noticed that the
brown trout looked rather
ill. In a heroic attempt to
save its life, they rushed to
the Auburn hatchery with it
but unfortunately it was
D.O.A. However, they said it
tasted very good.

Enthusiastic jumpropers who
have been waiting patiently for
the snow to melt took advantage
of the fine weather recently to
play jumprope in back of the
Parkers. With all these sure
signs of Spring, who needs the
sun?
Three students preparing
a project on fish for the Science Fair have a sad tale of
woe to tell with a happy end-

Mrs. Walden was quite surprised recently to see a boy eating his lunch in an empty Commons at 11:45. When questioned
he explained that he thought it
was 12:45 and he wondered why
nobody else was eating. Being an
hour ahead of everyone else has
its advantages — no crowds, no
hurry, no lines, and the best of
all he'll be used to Daylight Saving Time before it goes into
effect.

Ya carry thirty-five hours,
An' what the heck for-'
A hound dog's smarter and a
plumber makes more.
Saint Peter, I'm sorry but I can't
come 'til
I've dragged my soul through th->
sheepskin mill.
Had a hole in my head since I
was a pup.
Gotta get a diploma to stuff it up:
Every thirty-five hours that I get
through,
The administration says,
"Bully for you!"
When you see me comin', well
have no fears;
All the muscle I got is between
my ears;
A few more hours and I'll have
my fill,
If the Devil don't get me then
the draft board will!!
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African Music Evolves
As "Orleans Style" Jazz
Jazz had its direct origins in
the negro peoples of Africa. It
was the music of the tom-tom
and the chant that was brought
to this country with the slave
trade.
This rhythm may be heard in
the direct recordings made of
African coastal and interior
tribes. Popular songs as "Skokiaan" also reflect this rhythm
in a somewhat diluted form.
Develop Blues
Negroes in this country remembered
their origins and
would sing and dance the music
of their homeland. However,
they were exposed to Christian
ideals and the secular songs of
their new homeland.
So new variations were developed with the intermingling of
the Christian forms. This new
form can be placed under the
general heading of "Blues".
Use No Arrangements
Negro musicians began to
group primarily around the port
city of New Orleans. They would
congregate in small clubs, bars,
and cellers, and would "jam" for
hours, playing this new form of
music.
The instruments that were
used primarily were piano, bass,
drums, banjo, cornet and clarinet. There were no arrangements. The music was spontaneous, clear and sharp. The musi-

cians would speak to their small,
select audiences through the medieum of music.
Musicians Migrate
This is the music which is
known as "New Orleans" jazz.
It differs from modern "Dixie"
in the clarity of its expression,
and its sharp rather than sweet
tone. The Turk Murphy jazz
band is a good example of "New
Orleans" jazz.
When the Navy Department
closed the red light district of
Storyville in New Orleans, the
musicians were forced to migrate
as they needed jobs. They traveled up the Mississippi River
and chose the wide open, growing towns.
Originate Boogie Woogie
In the years between 19101920, musicians grouped around
St. Louis. The musicians were
mainly the same group from
New Orleans and were Negro.
From St. Louis originated the
jazz form that we know as Boogie Woogie. This form features
a rolling piano which is reptitious and sequential, .reiterated
against simple melodic riffs and
trills in the right hand.
This form increased the scope
and importance of the piano as
a jazz instrument. Even with the
introduction of this new form,
the music remained "New Orleans" style jazz.

STECKINO HOTEL and CAFE
Have You Tried

Steckino's Original Pizza Pies?
Serving Italian and American Foods

Steaks - Chops - Salads
Our Specialty
104 MIDDLE STREET
LEWISTON
Dial 4-4151
"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

WORDS
\VA^D BROS

PLAN TO ATTEND

27 th Anniversary Sales
ALL THIS WEEK
Exceptional Values In All Departments

Special Event For Thursday
STYLE SHOW OF

JONATHAN LOGAN DRESSES
TIME: 11 A. M. and 2 P. M.
PLACE: MAIN FLOOR
DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 19th
— also —

REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES
NOTHING TO BUY!
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Governor Muskie "Talks State";
Wants Longer Term Of Office
When asked to comment on
the advisability of a four-year
term, Muskie said that it would
"be advisable for the people of
the state". A governor would obviously have a better chance to
enact desirous legislations in a
four year period then he would
In his talk to the Citizenship
in two.
Laboratory, Muskie mentioned
9
the innovation of a new govern- Stale Parties Co-operate
mental department, the DepartMuskie remarked that his dement for the Development of sire for a four-year term is not
Industry and Commerce, found- selfish. Even if such a proposal
ed under the direction of the late were passed during his tenure in
Carl Broggi.
office, he would still have to be
reelected in 1956.
Advises Four-Year Term
Of his present term in office,
This department, conceived
Muskie said that he was most
for the purpose of developing
pleased with the cooperation of
and encouraging new industry
both parties in passing needed
in the state, owed much of its legislation. The only serious
success to the work of the late
legislation that failed to pass for
Commissioner
Broggi.
When what the Governor felt were parasked if the late Commissioner's tisan purposes was a fund for
death would impare in any way Capitol construction, which Musthe progress of the Department,
kie feels is desperately needed.
Muskie replied that Broggi's assistant, Louis Shapel, now acting Answers Trafton
Commissioner pending election,
Ordinarily, Capitol mainteis "well qualified" to carry on nance
and
construction
is
handled by surplus funds; but
the work.

In an interview last Thursday,
Maine Governor Edmund S.
Muskie discussed some interesting phases of recent state government and the functions and
problems of the governor.

Politics Preferred

Middle East Outbreaks
Cause Fresh Concern

when the budget is tight, not
enough is left over for adequate
care of the Capitol.
In response to Willis Trafton's
charge last week that the present administration was guilty of
"political payoffs", Muskie retorted that the people in question
were well qualified. The governor stated that it is difficult to
carry on his responsibilities
without men of the same viewpoint as himself. He asserted
that there is nothing wrong with
some political activity on the
part of state officials or anyone
else.
Creates Favorable Impression
In both his talk to the Citizenship Laboratory and his interview, Governor Muskie created
a highly favorable impression.
He was well organized in his remarks. His statements were
timely and interesting; certainly,
nobody was bored.
He made a singular impression
by his directness. He answered
all questions honestly and completely. He acKnowledged his
critics and answered their criticisms well. On questions concerning administration activities,
he attempted to hold nothing
back. Grant Reynolds said: "He
sounded like a Bates debater".

The Sculptor's Stone

By Robert Raphael
group of Arab planes in the first
Once again, the big news on the aerial battle in months.
Editor's Note: The following
political scene comes from the
These arc but two of many ex- poem was written by Bates
Middle East this week. Among amples I could quote of the trou- Alumnus Don Gochberg, class of
other things, we were introduced ble these two nations are causing '55. As Feature Editor of the
to a new word, "fedayeen", the each other and the world. Even IStudent, Gochberg edited this
Egyptian word for self-sacrifice. the headlines of Arab and Israeli page.
It is significant to us as a term newspapers proudly tell of vicapplied to an Egyptian organiza- tories or defiantly complain of If you should drift to some remembered place
tion whose purpose is to stage defeats,
also reminiscent of
Where thoughts tremble like
World
War
II
and
Korea.
raids in Israel.
lovers' hands, dream
All last week, these "feda- Time For A Stand
Gently (lest old thoughts wake)
At this stage of the "game", it
yeens" infiltrated across the Isof the pale face
raeli border to sabotage and mur- Is necessary for us to sit back,
Of marble veined with time's
der. Reminiscent of World War take a deep breath, and ask ourbroken theme
II and the Korean "police action", selves some questions. Most imOf love regained or lost or
the fedayeens were responsible portant of all, of course, is, What
beaten into
for the indiscriminate destruction are the chances of this comparaSculptor's stone beside some
of farmhouses and the slaughter tively small and limited conflict
public stair
of three students and a teacher in developing or touching off a full- Where children play and men in
a schoolhouse while they were scale international war?
shirtsleeves cool
Also, it seems to me that it is Beneath its shadow in July. In
reading their evening prayers.
time to ask ourselves how the
Not Limited To Egyptians
rooms where
But warlike acts of this nature whole thing started. Many of us The slanting dark recalls a tarryare not limited to the Arabs, have forgotten that the original
ing touch,
however. On Thursday, four Is- issue, more than seven years old, Pass with your sly quick smile
raeli jets shot down one of a was simply a demonstration of
for even stone
Arab nationalism.
Is ultimately dust. We're told
In philosophy we learn that
that much
YOUR FAVORITE
everything we do is a choice; by Of life is better dead than kept
choosing to do nothing we are in
STERLING PATTERNS
at home;
a sense, choosing. In this case, But, wise fingers on the sculpin
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
also, by choosing to do nothing in
tor's unshaped task,
Reed and Barton
this crisis, the United States is Love, like stone, forms from the
International — Wallace
making a choice, and in the eyes
Easy Terms
practised past.
of some countries, a bad one.
Both France and England, for
example, are declaring that it is
time for us to take a stand. UnrfEWELEIJS
•MCKtSW
wise neutrality fifteen years ago Anxiety in Christian
Oates
Experience
Dial 4-5241 had disastrous results; let's not
50 Lisbon St
make the same mistake again. Origins of the British
Reid
Labor Party
British Approach to
Stewart
Politics
Brown
This is the Way to Study
Thurman
Deep River
Fry
Dark is Light Enough
^DEPOSITORS
Kubly
American in Italy
Toscanini: An Intimate
K* Trust Company
omonu
Portrait
Chotzinoff
«afinU<8M»nHirta-flirtfU Fiwafl tmtm I
Uwiilc* UUonrilli 'MM lUAmcF* OUmd
Journey to Greatness
Ewen
SU*.ttl« Kl'XOn W|W»I* W*» M«M»
History of Southeast Asia
IB AO M It •** 1^4
Art and Architecture of
China
Sickman
Histoire de France
(2 vol.)
Reinhard

The Bookshelf
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Jack Faces Bowdoin In Opener;
Veteran Nine To Start For Bears
BY NORM LEVINE
Weather permitting, the Garnet paslimers will open their
season tomorrow against arch-rival Bowdoin. No doubt, the
Polar Bears remember all loo well last season's finale in
which the Bobcats shelled four White pitchers from the
mound in the process of handing them a 15-1 shellacking.
While the 'Cats will be trying to repeat that victory, Bowdoin will be out for revenge . . . The Leaheymen, however,
will be hardpressed to handle the White Bears as easily as
last season. Although the boys from Brunswick, like the Garnet, were unable to get out of doors for any substantial
amount of practice, they have an almost all-veteran team ready
to send against the Garnet and Fred Jack in tomorrow's
opener . . . The pitching staff, with four letlermen returning,
is the strongest part of the 1956 Polar Bear crew. Captain Lee
Dyer will probably be getting the nod to start against the
Bobcats . . . Sophomore Brud Stover who was a thorn in the
side of the Garnet in both football and basketball, will undoubtedly draw the starting catching assignment. The only
other non-veteran in the Bear lineup is first baseman Willard
Linscott. The rest of the infield is made up of three slickfielding, two-year veterans, Pete Rigby at third, John Libby
at short, and John Kreider at second . . .' Bob Shepherd, Ron
Harris, and Leo Berkley, the same outfield which played
against the 'Cats last year, is due to start again tomorrow . ..
Meanwhile, up in Walerville the Colby Mules have returned
from a successful road jaunt with high hopes for one of their
most successful seasons in years. The Blue ended up their
trip with a 3-2 won-lost record by losing to Upsala 7-4. In
pther games the Mules defeated Catholic University 14-0,
Georgetown 3-2, and Princeton 10-8, while losing to the Quantico Marines 6-3. They also had two games, with Army and
Villanova, cancelled due to weather conditions . . . Don Rice,
Colby's hard-hitting first baseman, had fifteen hits in twentytwo times at bat for an amazing .682 batting average. Wow!
. . . Walt Slovenski will take his track squad to Schenectady,
N. Y., this weekend for the first meet of the outdoor season.
Missing from the thinclad array will be such standout performers as Doug Fay, second in the 1955 New England 440,
and Ed Holmes, former New England discus champ. However, the 'Cats have many returning letlermen with whose
help a successful season is anticipated . . . The Garnet will be
especially strong, as in past years, in the running events, more
specifically the middle distances. The returning veterans are
led by Captain Jim Riopel, Mick McGrath, Pete Wicks, Ronnie
Stevens, and Bruce Farquhar . . . Heading the weightmen are
Woody Parkhurst, Jim Wheeler, and John Fresina. This trio,
by the way. during the indoor season accomplished a thing
which had never before been accomplished in Bates' track
history. It was the first time the Garnet ever had three men
better 125 ft. in the discus in the same meet . . . Good luck to
the 'Cat runners and the amiable Mr. Slovenski, who even
against the greatest odds manages to come up with a team
which gives its followers a great deal of satisfaction as well
as many thrills.

Bobcat Netsters Ready;
Indoor Opener Probable
This coming Saturday will
mark the opening of the 1956
tennis season at Bates with the
Bobcats opposing a good MIT
outfit.
Weather Conditions Poor
As to whether the game will
be played outside is a doubtful
question. Unless it gets real warm
and the grounds-keepers are able
to perform miracles, the match
may be held indoors in the Alumni gym. According to Coach
Peck, the Garnet will have an
advantage over the Engineers
because the 'Cats are more familiar with the tricks of the
hardwood floor.

At present the team is practicing hard, despite the fact that
they haven't had a change to get
outside.
The leader at the time of this
article is sophomore letterman
Pete Meilen and right on his tail
are sophomore Phil Feinsot, Capt.
Dick Steinberg, and freshmen
Aram Miller and Craig Parker.
Team Holds Promise
The team that will open this
Saturday holds much promise
and little top flight experience.
Those counted on' for experience
besides Steinberg and Meilan are
Ray Becerra, Greg Clarke, Jim
Pickard, and Jim Weiner.

SUMMER SCHOOL
CLARK UNIVERSITY
Special and Standard
Undergraduate and Graduate Courses in
Liberal Arts, Business Administration, Education
— Coeducational — Special Events —
INTERSESSION:
SUMMER SESSION:
June 11-30
July 2 - Aug. 17
Write for Bulletin — Worcester, Mass.

Tomorrow is opening day for
baseball here at Bates when the
'Cats travel down to Brunswick
for their opening tussle, an exhibition contest, with the Polar
Bears.
If Mother Natpre wills, the
contest will be played on the
drier Bowdoin field rather than
on Garcelon Field as originally
scheduled.
Jack To Start
Senior portsider Fred Jack
will get the nod from Coach
Chick Leahey to fill the starting
pitcher's role as the team opens
its quest for a successful season.
Jack will face stiff competition
as the Black and White have all

WAA Schedules
Archery Clinic
Banquet In May
Despite a lessening of interest
in inter-class volleyball, three
games were played last week.
Monday the seniors were defeated by Soph II, and Thursday they
were halted by Soph I.
Juniors Win
Friday the juniors fashioned
their first win of the tournament
by whipping the freshmen. The
two games that were not played
are scheduled for this week.
Also planned is a general volleyball "free-for-all" some afternoon to close out the season.
Hopes are high that this last week
of the tournament will be the
most active of any.
Conference Helpful
At the latest WAA meeting
Betty Kinney and Judy Larkin
reported on the recent AFCW
conference they attended.
It was held April 6-8 at Jackson College. Several problems,
including publicity were discussed, and both girls felt that the
conference was very helpful.
Their reports will be used to furnish a basis for future suggestions for improvement in WAA.
New Dorm System
A recent innovation is a dorm
rep system — adopted by WAA
to bring the dorms closer to the
Board. Each dorm will have a
representative who will meet
with Mary Ann Houlton, the
Board member, each week to discuss current business. It is hoped
that this system will improve
dorm relations.
Plans for the annual Awards
Banquet to be held in Rand May
15 have been progressing rapidly
under the direction of Judy
Granz. Committee heads have
been chosen, and the invitations
will be sent out soon. Because the
seating capacity is limited, only
those girls who have been active
in WAA activities will be invited. A fine program is being
planned for the enjoyment of all
who attend.
Lacrosse To Be Introduced
Spring is almost here, and with
it come the spring sports. Besides
the usual Softball, tennis, and
archery, a new sport will be offered for credit this spring —
lacrosse. Miss Drake will work
with any girls who are interested.
Another innovation will be
Saturday afternoon inter-dorm
competition in Softball and tennis.
These games will be open to anyone, as spectators. Only the girls
will be allowed to play Softball,
but the boys may be invited to
play tennis at any time.

PHIL CARLETTI (28) Left Field
their veterans from last year returning plus a host of promising — Phil displays a tremendous
amount of power when he steps
sophomores.
Ever since March 12, the Gar- up to the plate and he'll be sure
net nine has been conditioning to use it this season. Hailing from
themselves diligently in the cage Plymouth, Mass., where he playunder Leahey's watchful and ed the three major sports, he has
two years of college outfielding
critical eye.
experience tucked under his belt
Garnet Working Hard
A typical practice
session and he will be looked upon as
would find the squad getting in one of the key men who will
a good batting practice session make or break this year's edition
along with many drills in specific of the Garnet pastimers.
DUD DAVIS (18) Center Field
facets of the game, such as bunting, cut-off plays, pick off- — The bespectacled fly chaser,
throws and the pitcher's covering who comes from Bloomfield, N.
of first base on balls hit to the J., starred in high school basketball and track before entering
right of the first-baseman.
Bates. Dud displays a good batOutfielders Hampered
The outer gardeners, mean- ting eye and a great deal of
while, are thrown leading fly speed and base-running ability
balls so that they can practice and is a holdover from last year's
running at top speed while equad.
ED DAILEY (9) Right Field —
hauling in the ball.
In order to make the students This junior from Jamaica Plain,
a little better acquainted with Mass., led the Garnet freshman
the outstanding members of this team in hitting two years ago.
year's baseball team, personal Last year, however, he was hamsketches of the probable starting pered by a split finger which
lineup in the season's opener plagued him most of the season,
so his action as a varsity outerfollow:
BOB DUNN (29) 1st Base — gardener was limited. A rugged
Bob is undisputedly the team's end on the football team Dailey
best hitter as his winning of the was a three-sport man for Boston
state batting championship for Latin High School.
PAUL PERRY (24) Catcher —
the last two years will attest. A
three-sport man at Tolenine High This strapping catcher from
School in Bronx, N, Y., Dunn was Black River, N. Y., is best known,
elected on the All-City Baseball along with Martin, for his gridTeam in his senior year. The iron feats; however, Paul has
likeable veteran will return to come through more than once in
the initial sack this spring in ad- the clutch with the long ball to
dition to his possible relief du- win baseball games. Primarily a
catcher in high school where he
ties as a pitchei if needed.
NORM CLARKE (5) 2nd Base was a three letter man, the foot— A newcomer to Bates athletic ball co-captain at Bates has also
circles, Norm was a member of | played freshman and junior varthe Thornton Academy state sity basketball.
FRED JACK (21) Pitcher —A
championship nines of 1952 and
19a3. in addition to being selected graduate of Wilbraham Acadas the most valuable player in the emy in Wilbraham, Mass., FredJunior Legion State Tournament dy has definitely established himas a shortstop on the champion- self as a top-notch college pitchship Saco club. A sure-fisted field- er. Between compiling identical
er, Norm's speed and finesse 3-2 won-lost records for the last
should fit into the team's needs two seasons as a 'Cat, Fred hung
up a 7-5 record last summer with
quite nicely.
BRIAN FLYNN (30) Shorstop the Presque Isle Indians of the
— A local athlete, Brian starred Maine-New Brunswick College
in three sports; football, baseball Amateur League. The fireballing
and hockey, at Lewiston High. left-hander, who looks faster than
The steady-fielding junior finish- ever this spring, has been sought
ed third in the Androscoggin by no less than ten major league
Valley League batting race in his teams to become a professional
senior year. An end on the Gar- upon graduation.
net football squad, Brian played
freshman and varsity ball for the
DON'T BE HALF SURE.
past two seasons at short and
third.
BE SURE!
BOB MARTIN (26) Third Base
— An outstanding football playGO TO COOPER'S
er Bob is a Marblehead, Mass.,
product and another three sport
man. Bob saw service later at
Cushing Academy as a pitcher
Sabattus Street
and hot corner guardian. The
next year he played these posiWe Serve The Best
tions as well as patrolling the
outfield as a member of the
freshman team at Bates. Last
year, Bob was the regular rightfielder and was one of the team's
top hitters as well.
payS to add Gibbs

COOPER'S

It

Norris - Hayden
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Campus Agents
BOB DUNN
PAUL PERRY

secretarial training to your college
accomplishments il you are ambirjoas
to get and hold one of those better
positions in business.

Sp»ci»l Courw tor Colltfe Wom»«
Wnlt Colleje Dejn lot
GIBBS GIRLS AT WORK

KATHARINE

GIBBS
Boilon II. 21 MirltKHOOltl SI
Provirttnet &, IS6 Anitll SI

i;.2MPafkAn
MontcKH. NJ , 13 ftrmoult St
NIWYM*
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Jayvees Open Friday;
Depth Lack Problem
Bates junior varsity baseball
action gets underway April 20th
at the Lewiston High School
Field. The Blue Devils were one
of the four victims of the Bobkittens last season.

Filling out the infield will be
Wally Neff at third. Rick Daley
will also see considerable action
at one of the infield positions.

Varsity Takes Material
The outfield will be patrolled
4-3 Record Last Year
by Wendell Maclntyre and Dave
Others included Deering High Smith, the other spot being conSchool of Portland, South Port- tended for by several others.
land, and Kents Hill. The JVs
Usually the varsity team takes
dropped decisions to Thornton
the most promising JV material
Academy, M.C.I, and Stephens
and this year is no exception.
High School in compiling a 4-3
Jack Harvey, Bill Tobin and
record.
Norm Clarke are freshmen who
This year's squad is hampered would normally play JV ball.
by a lack of experience and
Squad Lacks Experience
depth. Bob' Finnie is the only exAs might be expected, the
perienced moundsman on the
squad lacks experience but may
squad.
develop into a good team should
Finnie did an impressive job
several promising prospects defor Dumont High School of New
Jersey last year. He is expected velop.

Garnet Faces Union
Outlook Optimistic
By Norm Clarke
With the last traces of snow
seemingly scheduled to leave us
this week, Coach Walt Slovenski's thinclads are looking eagerly for their first chance at the
cinder track out-of-doors, and
their opening meet on Saturday.
This year the Garnets open with
newly scheduled Union College
of Schenectady, N. Y.
'Cats Lack Depth
Depth in the various events
looms as one of the big problems
to be solved this season, although Bates boasts a good returning nucleus.

It is around this nucleus of
last spring's consistent pointgetters that Slovenski expects to
build a fine and surprising team,
which should please any loyal
followers by making a good
showing of itself. The boys hope
to improve upon last season's
record which was only fair.
Third In Harvard Relays
The Garnet opened their season by dropping a 61-78 decision
to Providence College. However,
the boys showed up pretty well
in the running events with Pete
Wicks, Jim McGrath, and Ronnie Stevens picking up valuable

j points.
Next on the schedule was a
trip to the Harvard Mile Relays
at which the Bates representatives captured third place.
Won Quad Meet
The thinclad Bobcats really
showed what they could do in
their next meet, taking Middlebury, Colby and Vermont in an
annual quadrangular meet, held
at Colby. The scores were:
Bates 66, Vermont 55, Middlebury 38^4, and Colby 5M.
The bulk of the Bates scoring
was recorded by McGrath, Ed
j Pike, this year's captain Jim Rio-

Last year's schedule is nearly
to be Coach Bob Hatch's starter
unchanged with the exception of
in the season opener.
the
addition
of
Bridgton
Finnie Has Experience
Academy.
Other pitchers include Ray
Castelpoggi, John Hooper, Bar- DeSantis, Dailey To Varsity
The JV squad is performing
ry Moores. Several other players
»have had some pitching experi- its function of supplying the
ence but are being used at other varsity with players as is evident
by observing this year's varsity
positions
George Dresser will be the re- team.
Some of the boys who have deceiver. He is backed by Dave
from
Bobkittens to
Smith, who also will be called veloped
Bobcats are Al DeSantis and Ed
on for outfield duties.
Dailey, who were the best hitters
Infield Set
In the infield Dave Walsh will of last year's JV nine.
Norm Jason and Bill Snider
be at the initial sack. Whiz Holman and Bill Hogue are compet- are both pitchers who should
ing for the second base post. figure in Coach Chick Leathey's
Millet, who was an outstanding plans this year. Dick Moraes and Coach Slovenski points out strategy for '5ti Outdoor Track season to returning veterans.
performer at Dixmont High Bill O'Connell will probably see
School has clinched the shortstop action in varsity games this seapel, and Bill Neugeuth. McGrath
son also.
job.
was a repeated scorer in his 220
and 440 yd. running events, Pike
in his hammer throw, Neugeuth
in the 440 and hurdle event,
while
Capt. Riopel cashed in on
The eager but unseasonad var- with the Brunswick golf links
his mile specialty.
sity golf team has entered its should they dry by that time.
second week of limited practice.
With only one returning vet- Third In State Meet
The team due to Maine spring eran from last year's squad,
At the Colby College campus,
weather conditions has been un- Charles Schmutz '57, the Garnet the Garnet contingent didn't
able to use any of the nearby will be hard pressed to improve fare as well, as they captured
links.
upon their last year's 3-9-1 rec- third place, behind the UniverHowever, golf pro Harlan Gil- ord.
sity of Maine and Bowdoin, with
man and Athletic Director Lloyd
Coach Lux's squad will open only host Colby trailing. The
Lux have expressed hopes of with three matches in as many Bobcats' score of 27 points could
getting the club on the greens by days: April 26 at Rhode Island, not equal or better the 60 point
the end of the week.
April 27 at Clark, and April 28 at outpoint of Maine, nor the 47
Schmutz Only Veteran
Babson Institute.
point record of the Polar Bears.
Arrangements are being made State Rivals Tough
However, it was substantially
Bates dropped a pair to each better than the Mules' lone
NOTICE
of the Maine schools last season point.
The STUDENT Sports Staff
and the traditional state rivals
Garnet Score In New Englands
is in need of sports writers.
again appear strong.
Twenty-eight teams then jourCoed writers are also welThe State Tourney matches are
come. No previous writing or
scheduled for Bowdoin May 21- neyed here to Bates for the annewspaper experience is nec22. Last year Bates placed men nual New England Meet. Boston
esary for the position. Any10th and 12th; David Whipple University, superior in size and
one interested in applying
and Dick Carey, neither of whom talent, just proved to be too
much for the other representashoulr contact Ed Gilson,
returns this season.
Pete Ailing or Norm Levine.
This season looms as a formid- tives, compiling a winning total
able one and due to inexperi- of 55 •£ markers.
ence, an uncertain one in the Running Events Strong
won-lost column. However, the
This year Slovenski is glad to
team that is busy practicing behave returning the main part of
hind the Alumni Gymnasium is
his running attack, headed by
You'll make more fine shots with these rackets
displaying a great deal of spirit
Ice Cream Says:
Capt. Riopel, McGrath, Wicks,
than any in their class.
and optimism.
Stevens, and Neugeuth.
Team Optimistic
The reason? Both the Spalding KRO-BAT*
Needless to say, in the weight
TRY
ONE
OF
OUR
and the Spalding-made Wright & Ditson DAVIS
The following men, it has been
CUP® deliver the "feel" you must have for full
announced by Coach Lux are to division big Ed Holmes will be
be carried on the roster: Cook very much missed, but his shoes
power and better control.
Anderson '58, Robert Cox '59, could very capably be filled by
Both come in every weight and grip size for
Richard
Glass '58. Ross Deacon a trio who showed up well durheller tennis, match after match.
'59, Ray Golden '59, Barry Green- ing the winter season. John FreUse SpaMing-made tennis balls. They're offisina, "Woody" Parkhurst, and
field '56.
cial for more major tournaments than all other
Made from ice cream
Also Thomas Hawkins '59, Jim Wheeler all are being countbrands combined.
Fred Huber '56, Greg Kendall ed upon for valuable points.
with the same Quality
Thus it is with optimism that
'57, Mark Lewis '59, Richard Luand
Flavor
known
bets '57, Robert McAfee '56, and the cindermen are eyeing this
John Nickerson '57, Charles spring's schedule, looking to imsince 1906.
SETS THE PACE IN SPORTS
Schmutz '57, George Stevens '56, prove what they are able to over
last season's meets.
Bill Wilbur '59.

Golf Roster Announced;
Weather Hampers Squad

Advantage, You

George A. Ross
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Cummins Lists Openings
In Career, Summer Jobs
Up-to-date information concerning summer jobs and
career opportunities has been released by Dr. L. Ross Cummins of the Guidance and Placement Service.

WVBC Schedule
Tonight
with the United
8:15- 8:30 Fifteen Minutes of
States Air Force Band
Glenn Miller
8:00- 8:15 Guest
Star with
8:308:45
Rhythm
and Blues
Giselle McKensie
8:30- 9:00 Spin 'Em Again with
with George Dresser
8:15- 9:00 Musical Interlude
Lee Larson
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with 9:00-10:00 Classical Music with 8:45- 9:00 Piano Playhouse with
Anita Kastner
Carol Stanley
Joan Williams
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with.
10:00-10:15 Here's to Vets with
10:00-10:30 "Drama from MicroJames Zepp (BeethoRay Anthony
phone 3"
ven's 9th)
10:15-10:30 Musical Interlude
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with 10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with 10:00-10:30 "For Cool Moderns"
Joan Williams
with Joe Roberts
Bob Raphael
Saturday
10:30-11:00
Land of Dreams with
Tomorrow
7:00- 8:00 Spotlight on Variety
Don Reese
8:00- 8:15 News with Grant
with Phil Lewis
Tuesday
Reynolds
8:00-12:00 Starlight Serenade
8:00- 8:15 Science Review with
8:15- 9:00 Night Train with
with Al Cook
I
Carl Loeb and Don.
Pete Meilen
Robertson
9:00-10:00 Classical Music with Sunday
3:00- 5:00 Sunday Symphony 8:15- 8:45 "640 Club" with Carol
Don Reese
with Dick Rowe
Stanley
10:00-10:30 The Paul Steinberg
7:30-10:00 Music for a Sunday 8:45- 9:00 Musical Interlude
Show
Night with Gene Ver- 9:00-10:00 Classical Music with
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with
dier
Bob Lowden
Ken Battershill
Monday
Friday
10:00-10:30 Popular Music with
Fred, Steve, and Skip
8:00- 8:15 Navy Show,
"The 8:00- 8:15 Sports with Dick
United States Navy
Sullivan
10:30-11:00 Land of Dreams with
8:15- 8:30 Serenade in Blue
Band"
Bob Lowden

Today Wendell Hayes of the Tuesday for the Air Force AviaU. S. State Department will talk tion Cadet Program.
to students interested in the
Students wishing to obtain inForeign Service. He will reveal formation about the New York
career possibilities and the ex- state teaching program, which is
amining process for entrance designed to prepare college gradinto this field.
uates for elementary school work
All students over 20 planning may inquire at the Guidance and
to take the written examination Placement Office.
for the Foreign Service on June
Engineers are needed for em25 should mail their applications ployment in the Army Ballisitic
to the State Department by May Missile Agency and Redstone Ar11. Those appointed will be ex- senal in Huntsville, Ala. Seniors
pected to serve in any of the de- may write to the U. S. Civil Serpartment's agencies in foreign vice Commission, Washington,
countries or in Washington. D. C. D. C, for further information
Seek Bank Employees
and application forms.
Emery C. Mower of the First List Summer Jobs
National Bank of Boston will
A variety of summer job opspeak
tomorrow to students portunities are available with
planning to enter the field of the National Federation of Setbanking or secretarial and tell- tlements and Neighborhood Cen- European Invasion
er work.
ters.
(Continued from page one)
Science students interested in
There are several openings for ford. The side trips and city
selling pharmaceutical products men and women interested in tours are made by small groups
may meet with Dain Miller of working as counsellors at Camp selecting their own destination.
the Upjohn Company, also to- Sargent, South Merrimack, N. H.
Amsterdam, in the Nethermorrow.
In view of the split season, half lands, with its canals and woodFriday Jordan Marsh Com- season and full summer employ- en shoes, will be the next stop.
pany is sending Scott Babcock ment is available.
Outstanding paintings will highto interview men and women
light the visit to the city's many
Desire Hotel Workers
planning to go into the field of
Summer openings for men at art galleries.
retailing.
After seeing Brussels, Belthe
Arlington Hotel in KenneOffer Teaching Program
gium, the group will travel to
bunkport
for
the
jobs
of
day
At a luncheon meeting on
Germany. At Cologne they will
Monday Mrs. Miriam B. Under- clerk, night clerk, bell boy and sail down the Rhine by river
kitchen
helper
are
still
availhill, Dean of Women at the
able. Those interested should steamer, viewing the Lorelei and
Teachers College of Connecticut
famous Rhineland castles, to
will talk to upperclassmen inter- write to Mrs. James B. Yates, 31 Wiesbaden. Munich is next, HitPayton
Street,
Winchester,
Va.
ested in a summer training
Further information concern- ler's capital and the location of
course for elementary school
medieval
and
ing
career and summer employ- outstanding
teaching.
ment may be obtained from the baroque architecture.
The United States Air Force is
Austria will provide the travsending Capt. Harry A. Rowe to Guidance and Placement Service ellers with entertainment ranginterview interested seniors on in Chase Hall.
ing from mountain cable-car
rides to the Salzburg Music FesOC Appoints Heads tival. Next the tour crosses the
passing through SwitzerFor Winter Carnival Alps,
land and into Italy.
Elected to head the Outing Meet Foreign Students
Club's
1956 Winter Carnival
Living in a villa in Florence
LEWISTON
Committee are Katharine John- with citizens of 12 nations, the
son and Kenneth Lynde.
students will spend four weeks
The date for the Spring studying Italian culture. Side
Spruce-Up has been definitely trips to Rome, Pisa, and Venice
set at 1:30 p. m., Saturday, are planned. Florence, the ideal
April 28. Those planning to par- point for illustrating the transiticipate should meet in front of tion from Medieval to RenaisRoger Williams Hall.
sance art will be the center of
»»....
..............
attention.
At this time a course closely
DRY CLEANSING
paralleling the second semester
SERVICE
of the Cultural Heritage course,
TeL 4-7326
using the same textbooks and
visiting points of interest, will
Call and Delivery
the most
be offered. Students may take
this course for credit. .
important sale
After a side trip to the medieval Italian village of Sienna and
'V
lacotran no
<V-9
of our
a visit to Switzerland, the party
GLLAN&ERS ft FIUUUEM
will spend a week in Paris.
College Agent . Arlene Gardner There they will be accommodatstore year

PECKS
76th

ANNIVERSARY
SALE

now going on!

See the exhibit of mounted
African big game from
the Morse Museum. Also
weapons, curios, and other
interesting souvenirs of
African savages.
See the wild animal exhibit in the Basement. Amusing and instructive monkeys, alligator, eagle,
skunks.
Now and exciting events
daily. Shop Peck's now
and savel

Institute Offers Program
For 1956 Foreign Study
The Institute of International
Education has announced the
opening of its foreign summer
schools to U. S. students.
European countries in which
American students may enroll
for summer study are Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, Ireland,
France, Germany, Great Britain,
Greece, Italy, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. In Latin
America courses are offered at
schools in Cuba, the Dominican
Republic, Guatemala,
Mexico
and Peru.
'
Offers Variety Of Courses
The majority of courses offered to summer visitors are designed to give insight into the
language, history and culture of
the host country. In addition, instruction is offered in art, music, world affairs and other subjects.
Additional
information
is
available in a leaflet entitled,
Summer Study Abroad, 1956,
which may be obtained from
the Institute of International Eded by the University of Paris.
Trips from there will go to
Chartres and Versailles.
Sailing from Le Havre, the
Colombia will return to Montreal in early September.
Emphasises Casualness
Dr. Zerby states' that the tour
is casual and unregimented. The
emphasis is on 'becoming acquainted with the countries visited rather than breezing through
as do many commercial tours.
Time is allowed for rest and for
individual sightseeing.

The

LUIGGI'S PIZZERIA

GLENWOOD
BAKERY
Pleases
Particular
Patrons

— Features —

We specialize in Birthdays.
Weddings and Special
Occasions
10 PARK ST.
Dial 2-2551
Right Off Main Street
2 MINOT AVE.
AUBURN
Dial 3-0919

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti
To Eat Here and to Take Out
TeL 2-0701
Cor. Horton and Sabattus Sis.
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

BOSTON T EA STORE
Food Gifts and Snacks
249 MAIN STREET

LEWISTON

ucation, 1 East 67th Street, New
York City, N. Y. This leaflet
contains information concerning
language requirements, admission procedures, credits, living
arrangements and costs, transportation, passports and visas, and
scholarships. Early application
should be made for the available
awards.
States Engineering Program
Also connected with the Institute of International Education,
is a summer exchange of engineering students, the International Association for the Exchange
of Students for Technical Experience.
During this summer, American
industry will accept foreign engineering students for training.
These students will work abroad
under a unique program which
provides foreign on - the - job
training for advanced students
of science and technology.
Twenty-one countries participate in this program which was
organized in 1948. It is a nonprofit, non partisan agency.
Each applicant must have completed his third year of college
study, and be able to pay for his
international travel. Applicants
may indicate their choice of
country among the IAESTE
members as well as their particular field of specialization.

Dr. Van Waters
(Continued from page three)
ing reasons for their unfortunate
outlook on life. Sometimes it
takes psychologists six months to
make a complete diagnosis.
Not only must the maladjusted
individual have faith in himself,
but other people also must show
that they have faith in him.
Once a person is freed from jail,
people should accept him and assist in his readjustment to a
normal life. Social action groups
are helping tremendously in this
area.
Concludes Address
Dr. Van Waters concluded by
stating that when people have
knowledge of human dignity,
only then will crime be conquered.
Dr. Van Waters has extended
an invitation to all college students to visit the Massachusetts
Reformatory for Women at
Framingham, Mass., any time
they may be visiting the area.

